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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a semiconduc-
tor memory system using a DRAM or the like which can
realize a high speed access.
[0002] A DRAM has been developed in integration to
the highest level among MOS semiconductor memories
because of the simplicity of a memory cell in a compar-
ative sense and is now used as a main memory of all
kinds of computer based apparatuses. On the other
hand, there have been progresses to improve memory
performance being driven by the rapid increase in capa-
bilities of a microprocessor (MPU) in recent years: vari-
ous kinds of DRAMs each provided with a high speed
data cycle function have been proposed and some are
already in early stages of mass production. Typical ex-
amples are the so-called synchronous DRAM (SDRAM)
in which all I/O data are stored or retrieved in synchronism
with a system clock and a double-data-rate SDRAM
(DDR-SDRAM) which makes it possible to use both edg-
es of a clock pulse as triggers for access though similar
to the former in terms of operation, and the like. In addition
to the above described DRAMs, a RANBUS DRAM
(RDRAM) (under specifications of Rambus Inc.) in which
data transfer is enabled at a high speed with a protocol-
based command, and the like have also been developed
and a trend in which a conventional asynchronous DRAM
is replaced with a synchronous DRAM can be assured
to be a necessity in the future.
[0003] A characteristic of such a synchronous DRAM
is that the maximal bandwidth is operated at a very high
speed. As the maximal bandwidth of the latest SDRAM
versions, for example, 100 Mbps has been achieved. A
DDR-SDRAM and a R-DRAM are estimated to reach 200
Mbps and 800 Mbps respectively in the future. Such a
high bandwidth, however, is realized only in burst access
along a limited, specific row direction in a memory space.
That is, a speed in a so-called random access operation
in which a row address is changed can be attained only
on almost the same order as a conventional asynchro-
nous DRAM.
[0004] A hierarchical structure of a memory has been
adopted as a general measure to cope with this situation
in a computer system which adopts a DRAM as the main
memory. In a concrete manner, the measure is that a
cache memory which is constructed from an SDRAM
which can realize a high speed access as compared with
a DRAM is interposed between a MPU and the DRAM
and data of part of the DRAM is cached in the SRAM. In
this case, a memory access from the MPU is performed
on the high speed cache memory, and only when an ac-
cess instruction enters an address space which is not
cached in the cache memory, that is, when a cache miss
occurs, an access is performed on the DRAM. A great
improvement of a computer performance has been real-
ized by adopting this measure even when operating
speeds of the MPU and the DRAM are different from
each other.

[0005] When a cache miss has occurs, however, read-
out from the DRAM comes to be required and especially
when a different row address in the same block in the
DRAM memory space is accessed, there arises the max-
imal wait time for the MPU. This problem will be described
with reference to FIG. 14 below.
[0006] FIG. 14 shows an example of a read operation
timing for an SDRAM. When a cache miss occurs in the
above described computer system which adopts a hier-
archical structure of memory and a necessity of access
to an SDRAM as a main memory arises, a [precharge
command (Precharge)] is issued to perform precharge
to an address which is now activated from the system
side at time t1. Subsequently, an [activate command (Ac-
tive)] is issued from the MPU after a predetermined time
elapsed and a bank corresponding to a necessary mem-
ory space is activated. A [read command (Read)] is is-
sued after another specific time elapsed. Data of a spe-
cific burst length is read out from the SDRAM in synchro-
nism with a clock pulse at a time t2 when a specific time
elapsed after the issuance of the read command. As
shown here, the maximal bandwidth when a read oper-
ation is successively performed synchronously with a
clock pulse is very high, whereas an effective bandwidth
for random access in a cache miss is greatly decreased.
That is, it is found that a portion of the time period between
the time t1 and the t2 when no data is read out, in other
word a wait time as viewed from the MPU side, is long.
[0007] In a concrete manner, in the case of the spec-
ifications of an SDRAM shown in FIG. 14, the maximal
bandwidth in a random access cycle is of the order of
36% of that in a burst cycle at most. There will arise a
high possibility for this to be a bottle neck in improvement
on a computer performance hereinafter and therefore, a
demand for a high performance DRAM has been increas-
ing in which a high access time and a high speed cycle
time are realized. Especially, in a multi-MPU system to
which a current high-performance server machine is cen-
tral, high importance is attached to not only high-speed
burst transfer but high speed random access. Besides,
in a consumer multi-media system in which real time re-
production of a dynamic image is the main object in the
future, as well, a DRAM in which a high-speed random
access is enabled in a similar way is considered to be a
requirement.
[0008] With such demands in the backgrounds, an En-
hanced SDRAM (ESDRAM) which has been announced
from Enhanced Memory Systems Inc., as shown in FIG.
15, a Virtual Channel Memory (VCM) which has been
announced from NEC Corp., as shown in FIG. 16, and
the like have been proposed.
[0009] As described above, a DRAM, in which a high
speed data cycle has been realized; represented by an
SDRAM, an RDRAM and the like, suffers a long wait time
when an access hit miss to require random access oc-
curs, which is a problem to be a bottle neck in perform-
ance improvement of a system.
[0010] In the methods of FIGS. 15, 16 in each of which
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a large capacity cache memory is provided in order to
realize a high speed access time and a high speed cycle
time, the overhead for a chip size is high, which in turn
causes a problem that realization of the low cost is harder
to achieve.
[0011] European Patent A-0 788 110 by Fujitsu Limited
discloses a semiconductor memory device with a pipe-
line operation for carrying out data storage and retrieval
operations in a predetermined order. The present inven-
tion seeks to provide improvement over EP-A-0 788 110
by allowing enhanced operation dependently upon the
manner that data is to be stored or retrieved throughout
memory blocks.
[0012] The present invention has been made in light
of the above described circumstances and it is accord-
ingly an object of the present invention to provide a sem-
iconductor memory system in which high speed access
is made possible without a specific accessory circuit pro-
vided while overhead for a chip size is suppressed.
[0013] A synchronous semiconductor memory system
synchronously controlled by an external clock, compris-
ing:

a semiconductor memory including a memory cell
array in which memory cells are located at intersec-
tions between a plurality of bit line pairs and a plu-
rality of word lines, the memory cell array of the sem-
iconductor memory being divided into a plurality of
cell array blocks, a decoder circuit for selecting a
memory cell of the memory cell array, a sense am-
plifier circuit including shared sense amplifiers for
reading out data on a selected memory cell of the
memory cell array, each of the shared sense ampli-
fiers including an equalization circuit, and being
shared by one side and opposite side cell array
blocks adjacent to said each shared sense amplifier
and transfer gates interposed between the shared
sense amplifiers and the cell array blocks, the trans-
fer gates being selectively controlled to be conduc-
tive; an access circuit for successively conducting
access on the cell array blocks of the memory cell
array of the semiconductor memory; and a control
circuit responsive to indication of the mode of oper-
ation of the system for selecting one of a plurality of
different cycle times dependently upon a scheme of
access order of the cell array blocks when succes-
sive access is conducted on the cell array blocks of
the memory cell array of the semiconductor memory,
wherein: the control circuit is adapted to perform ac-
cess control in a first operation mode of a first cycle
time when successive access to one cell array block
is conducted, access control in a second operation
mode of a second cycle time shorter than the first
cycle time of the first operation mode when succes-
sive access to the cell array blocks apart from each
other is conducted, and access control in a third op-
eration mode of a third cycle time which is a cycle
time between the first cycle time of the first operation

mode and the second cycle time of the second op-
eration mode when successive access covering cell
array blocks adjacent to each other is conducted,
the cycle time corresponding to the number of clock
pulses between two consecutive commands that are
inputted in the synchronous memory; and when the
third operation mode is set, a precharge operation
of the pair of bit lines of said one side cell array block
accessed in advance of accessing to said opposite
side cell array block, during which precharge oper-
ation the transfer gate interposed between said one
side cell array block and the shared sense amplifier
is conductive to electrically couple the pair of bit lines
of said one side cell array block with the shared
sense amplifier, is overlapped in part with an activa-
tion operation of a word line of said opposite side
cell array block subsequently accessed to read data
on the pair of bit lines of said opposite side cell array
block, during which activation operation the transfer
gate interposed between said opposite side cell ar-
ray block and the shared sense amplifier is non-con-
ductive to separate the pair of bit lines of said oppo-
site side cell array block with the shared sense am-
plifier.

[0014] The invention can be more fully understood
from the following detailed description when taken in con-
junction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 shows a equivalent circuit of an SDRAM to
which the present invention is applied.
FIGS. 2A and 2B shows respectively divided struc-
tures of a memory cell array of the SDRAM.
FIG. 3 shows a more concrete construction of mem-
ory cell array in the case of a common sense amplifier
system.
FIG. 4 is a timing diagram in an operation mode 1
when successive access is performed within a cell
array block according to a first embodiment.
FIG. 5 is a timing diagram in an operation mode 2
when successive access is performed across dis-
persed cell array blocks according to the first em-
bodiment.
FIG. 6 is a timing diagram of an operation mode 3
when successive access is performed across adja-
cent cell array blocks according to a first embodiment
of the present invention.
FIG. 7 is a normal operation timing diagram when
successive access is performed across adjacent cell
array blocks.
FIG. 8 is a concrete operation timing diagram in the
operation mode 3 according to the first embodiment
of the present invention.
FIG. 9 shows a construction of a semiconductor
memory system to which the present invention is ap-
plied.
FIG. 10 shows an algorithm for setting a DRAM op-
eration mode in the memory system.
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FIG. 11 shows a construction of main part of an
SDRAM in a second embodiment of the present in-
vention.
FIG. 12 show an access operation timing in another
embodiment.
FIG. 13 is shows an access operation timing in mod-
ification of the operation of FIG. 12.
FIG. 14 shows an operation timing of a conventional
SDRAM.
FIG. 15 shows a conventional method for obtaining
a high speed access on a DRAM.
FIG. 16 is another conventional method for obtaining
a high speed access on a DRAM.

[0015] Below, fundamental constructions of the
present invention will be described with reference to the
accompanying drawings.
[0016] FIG. 1 shows an equivalent circuit of an SDRAM
100 according to the present invention in a form of block
diagram. A memory cell array 101 is constructed from
dynamic memory cells located at intersections between
bit lines and word lines. An address signal ADD supplied
from the outside is latched in an address buffer 104 and
the latched address signal ADD is decoded by a column
decoder 102 and a row decoder 103 to conduct selection
of a column and a row, so that a memory cell is selected.
A sense amplifier circuit (including an I/O gate) 105 for
performing read-out/ write-in of data on a memory cell of
the memory cell array 101 is connected to a data buffer
107 by way of a data control circuit 106. Data input/output
between the memory cell array 101 and the outside are
performed by way of the data buffer 107.
[0017] A clock buffer 108 to latch an external clock
CLK is provided in order to perform data read-out/write-
in in clock synchronization. Besides, a command decoder
109 is provided in order to latch and decode various kinds
of external commands, for example /CS. The clock buffer
108 and the command decoder 109 are activated by a
clock enabling signal CKE. A control signal generating
circuit 111 is provided in order to generate various kinds
of control signals for data read-out/write-in by a command
decoded in the command decoder 109 and a clock which
is attained from the clock buffer 108. The control signal
generating circuit 111 generates a various kinds of con-
trol signals such as a precharge control signal for a bit
line, an activate control signal for a sense amplifier and
the like for a semiconductor memory (a core circuit sec-
tion) comprising the memory cell array 101, the column
decoder 102, the row decoder 103, and the sense am-
plifier circuit (including the I/O gate) 105. A mode register
110 is used to set in advance a various kinds of operation
modes such as a burst length, an access latency and the
like and the control signal generating circuit 111 is con-
trolled by an output of the mode setting register 110.
[0018] FIGS. 2A, 2B shows structure examples of a
memory cell array and a sense amplifier circuit. As illus-
trated, the memory cell array is divided into a plural
number (n in the cases of FIGS. 2A, 2B) of cell array

blocks 21 and a series of sense amplifiers 22 constituting
the sense amplifier circuits 105 of FIG. 1 are respectively
provided for each cell array block 21 while being at-
tached. Especially, FIG. 2B shows the case where a com-
mon amplifier system in which two adjacent cell array
blocks 21 share one sense amplifier 22 is employed.
Though not shown in each cell array block 21, a plurality
of word lines and a plurality of bit line pairs which intersect
with the word lines are provided and memory cells are
located at the intersections.
[0019] FIG. 3 shows a construction of two adjacent cell
array blocks 21n, 21m and a sense amplifier 22 nm which
is shared by the two adjacent cell array block 21n, 21m
in connection with a pair of bit lines in the case of a sem-
iconductor memory system where the common sense
amplifier system of FIG. 2B is adopted. Memory cells MC
with a construction of one transistor/one capacitor, on
which data read-out/write-in are effected between bit
lines BL, bBL while being driven by word lines WL (WLni,
WLnj; WLmi, WLmj), are arranged in the cell array blocks
21n, 21m as shown in the figure. In FIG. 3, a transfer
gate 23L constructed from NMOS transistors Q1, Q2
which are respectively interposed between the bit lines
BLn, bBLn in the cell array block 21n in the left side and
the bit lines BLnm, bBLnm in the sense amplifier 22 nm
is provided in order to selectively connect them each an-
other. In a similar way, a transfer gate 23R constructed
from NMOS transistors Q3, Q4 which are respectively
interposed between the bit lines BLm, bBLm in the cell
array block 21m in the right side and the bit lines BLnm,
bBLnm in the sense amplifier 22 nm is provided in order
to selectively connect them each another. The transfer
gates 23L, 23R are controlled and thereby the sense am-
plifier 22 nm are selectively connected to one of the cell
array blocks 21n, 21m.
[0020] The sense amplifier 22 nm comprises: a PMOS
sense amplifier SA1 for amplification on the H level (high
level) side of a flip-flop constructed from PMOS transis-
tors Q11, Q12; and a NMOS sense amplifier SA2 for
amplification on the L level (low level) side of a flip-flop
constructed from NMOS transistors Q13, Q14. In a con-
crete manner, the sources of the PMOS transistors Q11,
Q12 constituting the PMOS sense amplifier SA1 are con-
nected to a signal line onto which an activate signal SAP-
nm is commonly applied and the drains thereof are re-
spectively connected to the bit lines bBLnm, BLnm and
the gates thereof are respectively connected to the bit
lines BLnm, bBLnm. In a similar way, in a concrete man-
ner, the sources of the NMOS transistors Q13, Q14 con-
stituting the NMOS sense amplifier SA2 are connected
to a signal line onto which an activate signal bSANnm is
commonly applied, the drains thereof are respectively
connected to the bit lines bBLnm, BLnm and the gates
thereof are respectively connected to the bit lines BLnm,
bBLnm.
[0021] The sense amplifier 22 nm has a bit line equal-
izer circuit 24 constructed from a precharge NMOS tran-
sistors Q5, Q6 for precharging the bit lines BLnm, bBLnm
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to a precharge potential VBL and an equalize NMOS tran-
sistor Q7. The drains of the precharge NMOS transistors
Q5, Q6 are commonly connected to a signal line onto
which a precharge potential VBL is applied, the sources
thereof are respectively connected to the bit lines bBLnm,
BLnm and the gates thereof are connected to a signal
line onto which an equalize control signal EQLnm is ap-
plied. The gate of the equalize NMOS transistor Q7 is
connected to the gates of the precharge NMOS transis-
tors Q5, Q6 and the source/drain thereof are respectively
connected to the bit lines bBLnm, BLnm in an interposed
manner therebetween.
[0022] The core circuit section of the SDRAM shown
in FIG. 3 has a construction which has no specific mod-
ification compared with a conventional general use
DRAM, but the transfer gates 23L, 23R are respectively
provided thereto in order to apply a common amplifier
system. When the cell array block 21n is selectively ac-
tivated by an external address input, the transfer gates
23L, 23R are respectively controlled to be in the conduc-
tive state and the non-conductive state and a memory
cell arranged in the cell array block 21n and the sense
amplifier 22 nm are connected. At this point, the cell array
block 21m in the non-select state is in the precharge state
being separated from the sense amplifier 22 nm by the
transfer gate 23R. On the other hand, when the cell array
block 21m is selectively activated by an external address
input, the transfer gates 23R, 23L are respectively con-
trolled to be in the conductive state and the non-conduc-
tive state and a memory cell arranged in the cell array
block 21m and the sense amplifier 22 nm are connected.
At this point, the cell array block 21n in the non-select
state is in the precharge state being separated from the
sense amplifier 22 nm by the transfer gate 23L.
[0023] An embodiment of access operation in an
SDRAM constructed in such a manner will in a concrete
manner be described below:

[Embodiment 1]

[0024] FIGS. 4, 5 schematically show access timings
in two operation modes 1, 2 according to the first embod-
iment. In the two operation modes 1, 2, cycle times are
different from each other depending on the access order
for cell array blocks 21 as segments in plural number. A
cycle time is defined as a period for activation when the
SDRAM 100 is successively activated. The mode 1 of
FIG. 4 is of the case where successive access is per-
formed on memory cells which are connected to different
word lines within the same, that is, one cell array block
21 (for example, a cell block < 0 > in each of FIGS. 2A,
2B). In this case, since word line activation and bit line
precharge are required to be conducted in a time series
manner, the speed is of almost the same order as that
of a conventional SDRAM. In FIG. 4, an example is shown
in which a period, that is a cycle time, of an activate com-
mand ACT which is issued in synchronism with a clock
CLK is set to 3 clock cycles, a time which is required till

a memory cell data is read out from an activate command
ACT, that is an access time is set to 2 clock cycles, where-
in data is read out in a burst length 1.
[0025] The activate command ACT actually is not in-
putted to the DRAM 100 from the outside, but is a com-
mand which is defined by a predetermined combination
of a chip select signal /CS and other control signals. The
activate command ACT is decoded by the command de-
coder 109 and outputted to the control signal generating
circuit 111. The control signal generating circuit 111 gen-
erates a series of control signals such as of bit line pre-
charge, word line activation, sense amplifier activation
and the like.
[0026] On the other hand, the operation mode 2 of FIG.
5 shows the case where successive access is conducted
on memory cells while covering cell array blocks which
are arranged in a independent manner, that is, in a dis-
persed or non-adjacent manner, or in a non-successive
manner, or in an being apart manner, from one another,
for example the case where successive access is con-
ducted on memory cells while covering the cell array
block < 0 > and the cell array block < 2 > in FIG. 2A or
2B. In this case, since a bit line and a sense amplifier
which are connected to a memory cell are independent
in each access, a cycle time faster than access in the
operation mode 1 shown in FIG. 4 can be realized. In
other words, in FIG. 5, there is shown the example in
which the same access time as in the case of FIG. 4 is
employed and a cycle time is set to 1 clock cycle.
[0027] In the first embodiment, in such a way, a cycle
time is changed according to whether successive access
is performed within the same cell array block or in dis-
persed cell array blocks. In a more detailed manner, a
cycle time is changed according to whether memory cells
which are successively accessed are present within the
same cell array block or in dispersed cell blocks. A cycle
time is shorter in successive access on memory cells in
dispersed cell array blocks and thereby a higher speed
operation than a conventional SDRAM can be realized
without providing a specific cache section as in the case
of the conventional SDRAM.
[0028] It is a common practice that, in an SDRAM, a
memory cell array is divided into tens to hundreds of cell
array blocks taking both aspects of consumed power and
a speed into consideration. For example, in the 64 Mbit
DRAMs which are currently mass-produced, the total
number of array segmentation is on the order of 64 since
a capacity of the minimal cell array block is about 1 Mbit.
When the segmentation number is very large like this, a
probability that successive access is conducted within
the same cell block is low. Accordingly, the case of the
embodiment where a cycle time is changed according to
whether successive access is performed within the same
cell array block or in dispersed cell array blocks is im-
proved in overall performance of the system as compared
with a conventional case. Besides, as a degree of seg-
mentation of a memory cell array progresses due to in-
crease in integration in the future, a degree of perform-
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ance improvement will increasingly be higher.

[Embodiment 2]

[0029] The second embodiment is the case where, es-
pecially, high speed successive access covering adja-
cent cell array blocks is realized in an SDRAM in which
a cycle time is changed according to a way of successive
access as described in the first embodiment. In the sec-
ond embodiment, the case where the common sense
amplifier system in which adjacent cell array blocks 21
share the series of sense amplifiers 22 is adopted as
shown in FIG. 2B is considered as a precondition.
[0030] The limit on an access speed in the case of
adopting the control method of first embodiment will be
described prior to entering the description of operation
of the second embodiment.
[0031] The case will be considered in which any one
of memory cells arranged in the cell array block 21m ad-
jacent to the cell array block 21n is accessed in succes-
sion to access which has been effected to any one of
memory cells arranged in the cell array blocks 21n. At
this point, the cell array block 21n which has been ac-
cessed already is made to be in the precharge state as
shown in FIG. 7. In a concrete manner, a word line WLni
arranged in the cell array block 21n which is already in
the select state is made to assume a non-active state (a
potential of a word line is decreased in the case of an
NMOS memory cell) (t11) and after completion of the
non-activation, the control signal EQLnm of the bit line
equalizer circuit EQL is activated (t12). With this activa-
tion, the bit line pair BLn, bBLn are electrically short-
circuited to each other and a potential of the bit line pair
BLn, bBLn is reset to the precharge potential VBL.
[0032] After a series of precharge operations are com-
pleted, activation of the cell array block 21m which is to
be accessed in succession gets started. In a concrete
manner, a potential of the control signal PHITL. to control
the transfer gate 23L so as to be non-conductive is shifted
to an L level and at the same time, a potential of the
control signal EQLnm of the bit line equalizer circuit 24
is also shifted to the L level, so that the bit lines BLn,
bBLn are disconnected from the precharge potential VBL
(t13). At the same time, a potential of the signal PHITR
to set the transfer gate 23R to the conductive state is
shifted to an H level and thereafter, a word line WLmi
connected to any one of the memory cells in the cell array
block 21m is activated (t14).
[0033] When the control method of the first embodi-
ment is employed as described above and successive
access is performed in adjacent cell array blocks, acti-
vation of the next cell array block is performed in a time
series manner while waiting for completion of a pre-
charge operation of a cell array block which is to be ac-
cessed in advance. Therefore, since an access time and
a cycle time are same as in the case of successive access
within the same cell array block as shown in FIG. 4, only
low speed access can be realized.

[0034] The second embodiment is directed to realiza-
tion of a high speed in successive access covering such
adjacent cell array blocks. FIG. 6 shows a timing diagram
in the operation mode 3 in the second embodiment. Here,
while an access time is same as in the operation modes
1, 2 shown in FIGS. 4, 5, a cycle time is set as a 2 clock
cycle operation. That is, the second embodiment shows
an example in which a shorter cycle time than the 3 clock
cycles in the successive access within the cell array block
shown in FIG. 4 is realized.
[0035] A concrete operation timing in the case where
such an access operation is conducted is shown in FIG.
8. In the operation timing of FIG. 8, since successive
access covering adjacent cell array blocks adopts a fast-
er cycle time than the case of successive access within
the same cell array block with the common sense ampli-
fier system in use, a precharge operation of a cell array
block which is accessed in advance and a word line ac-
tivate operation of a cell array block which is subsequent-
ly accessed are overlapped with each other (interleaved)
in the operation timing of FIG. 8.
[0036] In FIG. 8, the case is considered where the two
adjacent cell array blocks 21n, 21m shown in FIG. 3 are
successively accessed. When an access command ACT
for the cell array block 21n is issued, the transfer gate
23L interposed between the cell array block 22n and the
sense amplifier 22 nm is controlled to be non-conductive
by the control signal PHITL (t21). Subsequently, any one
of word lines WLni of the cell array block 21 is selected
to be activated (t22). When activation of the word line is
completed and cell data is read out onto the bit lines BLn,
bBLn, the transfer gates 23L, 23R are respectively con-
trolled to be conductive and non-conductive by the con-
trol signals PHITL, PHITR (t23). In this situation, a very
small potential data from a memory cell of cell array block
21n is transferred to the sense amplifier 22 nm to be
amplified.
[0037] Thereafter, a column select signal CSLi is acti-
vated according to a column address and amplified in
the sense amplifier 22 nm, so that the amplified signal is
read out to the outside of the chip (t24). On the other
hand, when the activate command ACT for the cell array
block 21m is issued in parallel to the series of operations,
any one of the word lines WLmi of the cell array block
21m is activated (t26) regardless of the operation of the
cell array block 21n. This is enabled since the cell array
block 21m is disconnected by the transfer gate 23R from
the sense amplifier 22 nm during the time when the cell
array block 21n keeps to be accessed.
[0038] When data read out from the cell array block
21n is restored to a predetermined voltage by the sense
amplifier 22 nm, an operation flow goes to a precharge
operation of the cell array block 21n. In a concrete man-
ner, a word line WLni of a memory cell is made non-active
(t25) and subsequently, the control signal EQLnm is ac-
tivated (t26). With this activation, the bit lines BLn, bBLn
in the cell array block 21n and the bit lines BLnm, bBLnm
in the sense amplifier 22 nm are precharged to a prede-
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termined voltage. In the case of FIG. 8, the precharge
operation of the cell array block 21n and the start of ac-
tivation of a word line WLmi of the cell array block 21m
is same in timing. Read-out of cell data onto the bit lines
BLm, bBLm in the cell array block 21m is awaited and
thereafter, the control signals PHITL, PHITR are shifted
and the transfer gates 23L, 23R are changed over (t27).
[0039] With this change-over, cell data in the two ad-
jacent cell array blocks 21n, 21m do not conflict with each
other in the sense amplifier 22 nm and thereby an overlap
operation between the adjacent cell array blocks can be
effected. That is, when the common sense amplifier cir-
cuit system is adopted and successive access covering
two adjacent cell array blocks is conducted, a higher
speed than successive access within the same cell array
block can be achieved From the above description, even
when a common sense amplifier system is adopted main-
ly from the view point of cost oriented consideration, a
constraint in terms of a speed in an ordinary common
sense amplifier system can be alleviated and therefore,
compatibility between performance and cost is realized.
[0040] The internal construction of the SDRAM 100 to
which the present invention is applied is not different from
a conventional SDRAM and an operation according to a
way of access can be effected. Such operation mode
control is in a concrete manner conducted in a memory
system which comprises: a microprocessor 201 which
issues a access requirement; and a memory controller
LSI201 which accesses the SDRAM 100 in response to
the access requirement from the microprocessor 201, as
shown in FIG. 9. The operation modes 1, 2, 3 of the first
and second embodiments are determined by a software
in the microprocessor 201 and activate commands ACT
with different cycle times are issued according to opera-
tion modes.
[0041] FIG. 10 shows an algorithm for an operation
mode setting by the microprocessor 201. Address data
of the SDRAM which is an object to be accessed is at
first monitored in setting of an operation mode (S1). Since
assignment of addresses for a cell array block in the
SDRAM is known in advance, it is judged whether or not
addresses are ones on which successive access is to be
conducted within the interior of one cell array block based
on the address assignment (S2). When the judgment is
YES, the first operation mode 1 with the longest cycle
time is set (S4), but when the judgment is NO, it is further
judged whether or not the addresses are ones on which
successive access is conducted while covering adjacent
cell array blocks (S3). When the judgment is NO, the
operation mode 2 with the shortest cycle time is set, since
addresses are ones on which successive access is con-
ducted while covering dispersed cell array blocks (S5),
but when the judgment is YES, the operation mode 3 with
the medium cycle time is set (S6).
[0042] In this way, the microprocessor 201 can deter-
mine clock cycles, as described above, in which an ac-
tivate command ACT is issued according to an operation
mode for access in the SDRAM.

[Embodiment 3]

[0043] The third embodiment makes an interleave op-
eration in access covering adjacent cell array blocks with
the common sense amplifier system in use deep as com-
pared with the foregoing embodiments. In order to con-
duct such a deep interleave operation, it is required to
change the construction of the core circuit section of the
SDRAM. A core circuit construction in the case of apply-
ing the third embodiment to FIG. 3 is shown in FIG. 11.
What is different from FIG. 3 is in that a bit line equalizer
circuit 241 is provided in the sense amplifier 22 nm and
at the same time, bit line equalizer circuits 242, 243 with
the similar construction are respectively provided in the
cell array blocks 21n, 21m as well.
[0044] FIG. 12 is a diagram showing an operation tim-
ing of the third embodiment. In the third embodiment, an
equalize operation of the bit lines BLnm, bBLnm arranged
in the common sense amplifier 22 nm and equalize op-
erations in the cell array blocks 21n, 21m are independ-
ently performed from each other. This is because the bit
line pair BLnm, bBLnm in the common sense amplifier
22 nm is equalized as fast as possible and preparation
is performed for read-out from a cell array block which is
accessed in an overlapped manner with the equalize op-
eration, and subsequently to which, access is to be con-
ducted, in order to realize a high speed in the case where
successive access covering the adjacent cell array
blocks 21n, 21m arises.
[0045] With the preparation being finished, it is enabled
that a bit line equalize operation (which is driven by a rise
of the signal EQLn) for which completion of non-activa-
tion of a word line WLni is a precondition and an equalize
operation (which is driven by a rise of the signal EQLnm)
of the bit lines BLnm, bBLnm in the sense amplifier 22
nm on which a very small signal from a memory cell in
the next cycle is required to be sensed and amplified can
independently be performed from each other without
waiting for non-activation of the word line WLni.
[0046] Operations of FIG. 12 will be described in a con-
crete manner. Control signals PHITL, PHITR are shifted
to make the transfer gates 23L, 23R non-conductive (t21)
and a word line WLni is raised and memory cell data of
the cell array block 21n is read out (t22). Then, the column
select signal CSLj is raised to retrieve data read out from
the cell array block 21n to the outside (t24). Operations
this far are basically similar to those of the second em-
bodiment described previously.
[0047] When the equalize control signal EQLm is held
at H and the bit line equalize operation is on-going in the
cell array block 21m while data is read out in the cell array
block 21n, and when the equalize operation is completed
(t31), the control signal PHITL falls and at the same time,
the equalize control signal EQLnm of the sense amplifier
23 nm is raised (t32). That is, the transfer gate 23L is
made non-conductive prior to a time t34 at which the
word line WLni in the cell array block 21n falls and the
bit line equalization of the sense amplifier 22 nm is con-
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ducted. A selected word line WLmi in the cell array block
21m is raised while the bit line equalization in the sense
amplifier 22 nm is on-going (t33). The bit line equalize
operation in the cell array block 21n side gets started for
preparation for the next operation while data read-out in
the cell array block 21m is performed (t35).
[0048] In this way, with the equalization which has
been conducted in advance of the bit lines BLnm, bBLnm
in the sense amplifier 22 nm, a high speed access when
successive access covering adjacent cell array blocks
arises is enabled as compared with the second embod-
iment. In general, a capacitance of the bit line pair in the
cell array block 21n, 21m in which a plurality (for example,
128, 256, 512 or the like) of memory cells are connected
is several times to some tens of times as large as that of
the bit line pair BLnm, bBLnm in the sense amplifier 22
nm. For this reason, a time for bit line equalization in a
cell array block has a tendency to be necessarily elon-
gated. When a transfer gate is controlled to be non-con-
ductive by shifting the signal PHITL immediately after a
precharge operation gets started like the third embodi-
ment and the bit line equalization is performed at a high
speed, an equalize operation of the sense amplifier 22
nm which is desired to be completed for preparation for
use in the next cycle can be made hard to receive an
influence of bit line equalization in the cell array block
which is apt to be slower.
[0049] According to the third embodiment, as de-
scribed above, the bit line equalizer circuits 242, 243 are
arranged in the cell array blocks 21n, 21m as well in a
dispersed manner, a transfer gate interposed between
the sense amplifier 23 nm and the cell array blocks is
controlled to be non-conductive immediately after the
precharge gets started and equalization of the bit line
pair in the sense amplifier 23 nm is completed prior to
equalization of the bit line pair in the cell array block, so
that a high speed access and a high speed cycle can be
realized when successive access covering adjacent cell
array blocks arises.
[0050] In the embodiment, since the bit line equalizer
circuits 242, 243 constructed from NMOS transistors
Q21, to Q23, Q31 to Q33 are provided, a chip size is
increased by an area for the transistors to occupy. How-
ever, the NMOS transistors Q21 to Q23 constituting the
bit line equalizer circuit 242 can be formed in the same
well as that for the NMOS transistors Q1, Q2 and likewise,
the NMOS transistors Q31 to Q33 constituting the bit line
equalizer circuit 243 can be formed in the same well as
that for the NMOS transistors Q3, Q4. Accordingly, there
is no great increase in chip area.

[Embodiment 4]

[0051] A fourth embodiment is a modification of the
third embodiment. In the fourth embodiment, too, the core
circuit of FIG. 11 is used. An operation timing of the fourth
embodiment is shown in FIG. 13. What is different from
the operation timing of FIG. 12 is in a way of controlling

the transfer gates 23L, 23R. That is, in the core circuit of
FIG. 11, the equalizer circuits 242, 243 are arranged in
not only the sense amplifier 22 nm, but the cell array
blocks 21n, 21m. In the operations of FIG. 13, therefore,
the transfer gate control signal PHITL is kept to be non-
active while the equalize control signal EQLn in the sub-
cell block 21n side is active. Likewise, the transfer gate
control signal PHITR is kept to be non-active while the
equalize control signal EQLm in the sub-cell block 21m
side is active.
[0052] Even when cell array blocks and a sense am-
plifier are electrically disconnected by normally placing
the transfer gates 23L, 23R in the non-conductive state,
the bit line pair does not assume the electrically floating
state and thereby no trouble occurs for an operation of
a DRAM as far as the bit line equalizer circuit is active.
[0053] When this method is employed, the number in
which the transfer gate control signals PHITL, PHITR are
shifted can be smaller and therefore, consumed power
in company with charge/discharge of the control signal
lines can be reduced. Operations other than the transfer
gate control method are not described in detail since the
operations are same as the third embodiment.
[0054] According to the embodiment, reduction in con-
sumed power can be realized by avoiding useless
charge/discharge operations.
[0055] In this text and the claims, the cell array block
should not be restricted to the configurations as shown
in the FIGS. 2A and 2B. The configurations of the cell
array blocks of FIGS. 2B and 2B are merely examples.
As another example, the cell array blocks may have a
configuration which comprises two or more sets of the
sense amplifiers S/A 22 and the cell array blocks 21 ar-
ranged in the bit line direction. For example, in FIG. 2B,
the two set of the sense amplifiers S/A 22 and the cell
array blocks 21 may comprise S/A 22 - cell array blocks
<0> - S/A 22 - cell array blocks <1>. A further example
may comprise two or more sets of the sense amplifiers
S/A 22 and the cell array blocks 21 arranged in the word
line direction, though not shown in FIG. 2B. In a still further
example, the cell array blocks may have a configuration
which comprises two or more sets of the sense amplifiers
S/A 22 and the cell array blocks 21 arranged in the bit
line direction and two or more sets of the sense amplifiers
S/A 22 and the cell array blocks 21 arranged in the word
line direction. Moreover, each of the set may comprise a
row decoder. Of course, each of the set may include other
system components. In short, the configurations of the
cell array blocks can be determined to provide a high
performance of operation of the memory system.
[0056] While the embodiments of the present invention
are described above, the present invention is not limited
to the above embodiments, but various modifications and
changes thereof can be executed without departing from
the scope of the present invention. Besides, while the
description above is made especially with an SDRAM as
being central to the present invention, it is to be under-
stood, however, that the present invention can be also
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applied to a DRAM, an SRAM, an FRAM, a PRAM and
the other semiconductor memories other than the
SDRAM, which are ordinary ones, and in each of which
a common sense amplifier system is adopted.
[0057] According to the present invention, as de-
scribed above, a semiconductor memory system such
as a DRAM with a high speed cycle in which a wait cycle
of a MPU which occurs in a cache miss can be decreased
to the lowest level possible without adding a register cir-
cuit or the like to a conventional DRAM in general use
can be realized. Especially, a time constraint that a cycle
time of access is different according to the order of cell
array blocks in which memory cells to be accessed are
arranged are introduced, and thereby, no incorporation
of a register circuit or the like comes to be necessary.
Therefore, overhead for a chip size can be suppressed
and thereby a DRAM with a high added value in which
performance and cost are compatible can be provided.
[0058] In addition, in the case where a semiconductor
memory has a construction in which a common sense
amplifier circuit system is introduced and successive ac-
cess covering two adjacent cell array blocks is conducted
in the semiconductor memory, an interleave operation in
which a precharge operation of a cell array block which
is accessed in advance and a word line activation of a
cell array block which is subsequently accessed are per-
formed in parallel to each other is applied and thereby a
high speed access time constraint can be realized. With
such a high speed, even when a common sense amplifier
system is adopted mainly from the view point of the cost,
a restriction in terms of a speed can be alleviated, so that
compatibility between performance and cost comes to
be a reality.

Claims

1. A synchronous semiconductor memory system syn-
chronously controlled by an external clock, compris-
ing:

a semiconductor memory (100) including a
memory cell array (101) in which memory cells
(MC) are located at intersections between a plu-
rality of bit line pairs (BL, bBL) and a plurality of
word lines (WL), the memory cell array (101) of
the semiconductor memory being divided into a
plurality of cell array blocks (21), a decoder cir-
cuit (102, 103) for selecting a memory cell of the
memory cell array, a sense amplifier circuit (105)
including shared sense amplifiers (22) for read-
ing out data on a selected memory cell of the
memory cell array, each of the shared sense
amplifiers (22) including an equalization circuit
(241), and being shared by one side and oppo-
site side cell array blocks (21n, 21m) adjacent
to said each shared sense amplifier and transfer
gates (23) interposed between the shared sense

amplifiers (22) and the cell array blocks (21), the
transfer gates being selectively controlled to be
conductive;
an access circuit (111) for successively conduct-
ing access on the cell array blocks (21) of the
memory cell array (101) of the semiconductor
memory; and
a control circuit (110) responsive to indication of
the mode of operation of the system for selecting
one of a plurality of different cycle times depend-
ently upon a scheme of access order of the cell
array blocks (21) when successive access is
conducted on the cell array blocks (21) of the
memory cell array (101) of the semiconductor
memory, characterized in that:

the control circuit (110) is adapted to per-
form access control in a first operation mode
of a first cycle time when successive access
to one cell array block (21) is conducted,
access control in a second operation mode
of a second cycle time shorter than the first
cycle time of the first operation mode when
successive access to the cell array blocks
(21) apart from each other is conducted, and
access control in a third operation mode of
a third cycle time which is a cycle time be-
tween the first cycle time of the first opera-
tion mode and the second cycle time of the
second operation mode when successive
access covering cell array blocks (21) ad-
jacent to each other is conducted, the cycle
time corresponding to the number of clock
pulses between two consecutive com-
mands that are inputted in the synchronous
memory; and
when the third operation mode is set, the
access circuit (III) is adapted to conduct a
precharge operation of the pair of bit lines
of said one side cell array block (21n) ac-
cessed in advance of accessing to said op-
posite side cell array block (21m), during
which precharge operation the transfer gate
(23L) interposed between said one side cell
array block (21n) and the shared sense am-
plifier (22nm) is conductive to electrically
couple the pair of bit lines of said one side
cell array block (21n) with the shared sense
amplifier (22nm), said precharge operation
is overlapped in part with an activation op-
eration of a word line of said opposite side
cell array block (21m) subsequently ac-
cessed to read data on the pair of bit lines
of said opposite side cell array block (21m),
during which activation operation the trans-
fer gate (23R) interposed between said op-
posite side cell array block (21m) and the
shared sense amplifier (22nm) is non-con-
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ductive to separate the pair of bit lines of
said opposite side cell array block (21m)
with the shared sense amplifier (22nm).

2. A semiconductor memory system according to Claim
1, wherein each of the cell array blocks (21n, 21m)
includes an equalization circuit (242, 243).

Patentansprüche

1. Synchrones Halbleiter-Speicher-System, welches
synchron von einem externen Taktgeber gesteuert
wird, welches umfasst:

einen Halbleiter-Speicher (100), welcher ein
Speicherzellen-Array (101) beinhaltet, in wel-
chem Speicherzellen (MC) an Kreuzungen von
einer Vielzahl an Bit-Line-Paaren (BL, bBL) und
einer Vielzahl an Word-Lines (WL) positioniert
sind, wobei das Speicher-Zellen-Array (101)
des Halbleiter-Speichers in eine Vielzahl an
Zell-Array-Blöcken (21) geteilt ist, eine Deko-
dier-Schaltung (102, 103) zum Wählen einer
Speicherzelle des Speicherzellen-Arrays, eine
Leseverstärker-Schaltung (105), welche geteil-
te Leseverstärker beinhaltet, zum Auslesen von
Daten auf einer gewählten Speicherzelle des
Speicherzellen-Arrays (22), wobei jeder der ge-
teilten Leseverstärker (22) eine Entzerrerschal-
tung (241) beinhaltet, und von Zell-Array-Blök-
ken (21n, 21m) einer Seite und einer gegenüber-
liegenden Seite geteilt wird, anliegend an jeden
geteilten Leseverstärker und Transfer-Gatter
(23), welche zwischen den geteilten Lesever-
stärkern (22) und den Zell-Array-Blöcken (21)
zwischengeschaltet sind, wobei die Transfer-
Gatter selektiv gesteuert werden, um zu leiten;
eine Zugriffs-Schaltung (111) zum sukzessiven
Führen von Zugriff auf die Zell-Array-Blöcke (21)
des Speicher-Zellen-Arrays (101) des Halblei-
ter-Speichers; und
eine Steuerungs-Schaltung (110) ansprechend
auf eine Indikation des Betriebsmodus des Sy-
stems zum Wählen einer aus einer Vielzahl an
verschiedenen Zykluszeiten, abhängig von ei-
nem Zugriffsreihenfolgenschema der Zell-Ar-
ray-Blöcke (21), wenn sukzessiver Zugriff auf
die Zell-Array-Blöcke (21) des Speicher-Zellen-
Arrays (101) des Halbleiter-Speichers geführt
wird, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:
die Steuerungs-Schaltung (110) angepasst ist,
Zugriffs-Steuerung in einem ersten Betriebsmo-
dus einer ersten Zykluszeit durchzuführen,
wenn sukzessiver Zugriff auf einen Speicherzel-
len-Array-Block (21) geführt wird, Zugriffs-
Steuerung in einem zweiten Betriebsmodus ei-
ner zweiten Zykluszeit, welche kürzer als die er-

ste Zykluszeit des ersten Betriebsmodus ist,
wenn sukzessiver Zugriff auf die Zell-Array-
Blöcke (21) welche entfernt voneinander sind,
geführt wird, und Zugriffs-Steuerung in einem
dritten Betriebsmodus einer dritten Zykluszeit,
welche eine Zykluszeit zwischen der ersten Zy-
kluszeit des ersten Betriebsmodus und der
zweiten Zykluszeit des zweiten Betriebsmodus
ist, wenn sukzessiver Zugriff, welcher aneinan-
der anliegende Zell-Array-Blöcke (21) abdeckt,
geführt wird, wobei die Zykluszeit der Zahl an
Taktimpulsen zwischen zwei aufeinanderfol-
genden Befehlen, die in den synchronen Spei-
cher eingegeben werden, entspricht; und
wenn der dritte Betriebsmodus gesetzt wird, die
Zugriffs-Schaltung (111) angepasst ist, eine
Vorlade-Operation des Paars von Bit-Lines des
Zell-Array-Blocks (21n) der einen Seite durch-
zuführen, auf welchen zugegriffen wird bevor
auf den Zell-Array-Block (21m) der gegenüber-
liegenden Seite zugegriffen wird, wobei wäh-
rend der Vorlade-Operation das Transfer-Gatter
(23L), welches zwischen den Zell-Array-Block
(21n) der einen Seite und den geteilten Lese-
verstärker (22nm) zwischengeschaltet ist, lei-
tend ist, um das Paar von Bit-Lines des Zell-
Array-Blocks (21n) der einen Seite mit dem ge-
teilten Leseverstärker (22nm) elektrisch zu kop-
peln, wobei die Vorlade-Operation teilweise von
einer Aktivierungs-Operation einer Word-Line
des Zell-Array-Blocks (21m) der gegenüberlie-
genden Seite überlappt wird, auf welchen darauf
folgend zugegriffen wird, um Daten auf dem
Paar von Bit-Lines des Zell-Array-Block (21m)
der gegenüberliegenden Seite zu lesen, wobei
während der Aktivierungs-Operation das Trans-
fer-Gatter (23R), welches zwischen dem Zell-
Array-Block (21m) der gegenüberliegenden
Seite und dem geteilten Leseverstärker (22nm)
zwischengeschaltet ist, nichtleitend ist, um das
Paar von Bit-Lines des Zell-Array-Blocks (21m)
der gegenüberliegenden Seite von dem geteil-
ten Leseverstärker (22nm) zu trennen.

2. Halbleiter-Speicher-System nach Anspruch 1, wo-
bei jeder der Zell-Array-Blöcke (21n, 21m) eine Ent-
zerrerschaltung (242, 243) beinhaltet.

Revendications

1. Système de mémoire synchrone à semi-conducteur
commandé de manière synchrone par une horloge
externe, comprenant :

une mémoire à semi-conducteur (100) incluant
un groupement de cellules de mémoire (101)
dans lequel des cellules de mémoire (MC) sont
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situées à des intersections entre une pluralité
de couples de ligne de bits (BL, bBL) et une plu-
ralité de lignes de mots (WL), le groupement de
cellules de mémoire (101) de la mémoire à semi-
conducteur étant divisé en une pluralité de blocs
de groupements de cellules (21), un circuit de
décodeur (102, 103) pour sélectionner une cel-
lule de mémoire du groupement de cellules de
mémoire, un circuit amplificateur de lecture
(105) incluant des amplificateurs de lecture par-
tagés (22) pour lire des données sur une cellule
de mémoire sélectionnée du groupement de cel-
lules de mémoire, chacun des amplificateurs de
lecture partagés (22) incluant un circuit d’égali-
sation (241), et étant partagé par des blocs de
groupements de cellules d’un côté et de côté
opposé (21n, 21m) adjacents à chaque dit am-
plificateur de lecture partagé et de portes de
transfert (23) interposées entre les amplifica-
teurs de lecture partagés (22) et les blocs de
groupements de cellules (21), les portes de
transfert étant commandées sélectivement pour
être conductrices ;
un circuit d’accès (111) pour successivement
mener un accès sur les blocs de groupements
de cellules (21) du groupement de cellules de
mémoire (101) de la mémoire à semi-
conducteur ; et
un circuit de commande (110) réagissant à une
indication du mode de fonctionnement du sys-
tème pour sélectionner l’un d’une pluralité de
temps de cycle différents en fonction d’un sché-
ma d’ordre d’accès des blocs de groupements
de cellules (21) quand un accès successif est
mené sur les blocs de groupements de cellules
(21) du groupement de cellules de mémoire
(101) de la mémoire à semi-conducteur, carac-
térisé en ce que :

le circuit de commande (110) est conçu pour
effectuer une commande d’accès dans un
premier mode de fonctionnement d’un pre-
mier temps de cycle quand un accès suc-
cessif à un bloc de groupement de cellules
(21) est mené, une commande d’accès
dans un deuxième mode de fonctionnement
d’un deuxième temps de cycle plus court
que le premier temps de cycle du premier
mode de fonctionnement quand un accès
successif aux blocs de groupements de cel-
lules (21) espacés les uns des autres est
mené, et une commande d’accès dans un
troisième mode de fonctionnement d’un
troisième temps de cycle qui est un temps
de cycle entre le premier temps de cycle du
premier mode de fonctionnement et le
deuxième temps de cycle du deuxième mo-
de de fonctionnement quand un accès suc-

cessif couvrant des blocs de groupements
de cellules (21) adjacents les uns aux autres
est mené, le temps de cycle correspondant
au nombre d’impulsions d’horloge entre
deux commandes consécutives qui sont en-
trées dans la mémoire synchrone ; et
lorsque le troisième mode de fonctionne-
ment est fixé, le circuit d’accès (111) est
conçu pour mener une opération de pré-
charge du couple de lignes de bits dudit bloc
de groupement de cellules d’un côté (21n)
accédé avant l’accès audit bloc de groupe-
ment de cellules de côté opposé (21m),
opération de précharge pendant laquelle la
porte de transfert (23L) interposée entre le-
dit bloc de groupement de cellules d’un côté
(21n) et l’amplificateur de lecture partagé
(22nm) est conductrice pour électriquement
relier le couple de lignes de bits dudit bloc
de groupement de cellules d’un côté (21n)
à l’amplificateur de lecture partagé (22nm),
ladite opération de précharge est chevau-
chée en partie par une opération d’activa-
tion d’une ligne de mots dudit bloc de grou-
pement de cellules de côté opposé (21m)
accédé successivement pour lire des don-
nées sur le couple de lignes de bits dudit
bloc de groupement de cellules de côté op-
posé (21m), opération d’activation pendant
laquelle la porte de transfert (23R) interpo-
sée entre ledit bloc de groupement de cel-
lules de côté opposé (21m) et l’amplificateur
de lecture partagé (22nm) est non conduc-
trice pour séparer le couple de lignes de bits
dudit bloc de groupement de cellules de cô-
té opposé (21m) par l’amplificateur de lec-
ture partagé (22nm).

2. Système de mémoire à semi-conducteur selon la re-
vendication 1, dans lequel chacun des blocs de grou-
pements de cellules (21n, 21m) inclut un circuit
d’égalisation (242, 243).
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